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Abstract—Application layer routing attacks allow to force
Tor entry traffic through an area under adversarial control.
In contrast to previous routing attacks that focus on layerthree or -four mechanisms, the application-layer attack exploits
Tor’s DoS mitigation features that were implemented to prevent
from bursty connection and circuit establishments. The proposed
poster documents the general attack concept and summarizes
the results of preliminary experiments. Furthermore, it raises
questions about several open challenges and provides an overview
of the next steps of this work in progress.
Index Terms—Tor, Routing Attacks, Application Layer

I. I NTRODUCTION
Successful attacks against Tor affect more than 2 million daily users [1] and enable adversaries to de-anonymize
connections or critical services of the network. One important
class of attacks in this context are traffic analysis attacks,
which benefit from the metadata side channel of low-latency
transmissions. Different passive [2], [3] and active [4]–[6]
traffic analysis attacks help to identify accessed websites [7],
[8] or match the endpoints of a connection.
There are two main influencing factors for the success
of a traffic analysis attack. First, the technical capabilities
of the adversary define the ability to detect similarities in
monitored network transmissions. Second, the organizational
capabilities define the number of nodes that can be accessed
for recording traffic, i. e., they influence the probability of
analyzing related streams. Recent work demonstrates that an
AS-level adversary has access to approximately 40 % of nodes
in the Tor infrastructure [9], which increases to up to 85 %
coverage for nation-state adversaries [10].
Routing attacks improve the organizational capabilities of
the adversary by directing traffic through areas under adversarial control. Examples of this are attacks on the Border
Gateway Protocol (BGP) [10]–[12] or manipulations of Tor
routing features [13].
Prior work on routing attacks most often assumes an ASlevel adversary that can access transmissions up to the transport or network layer of the protocol stack.
While prior work focuses on transport- or network-layer
attacks, we exploit the Denial of Service (DoS) mitigation
features on the application layer [14]. In the following, we
introduce the general attack concept, overview the results of
preliminary experiments, and discuss several challenges of
routing attacks on the application layer. Finally, we conclude
the current status of this work in progress.
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Fig. 1. General attack concept. The adversary triggers the DoS mitigation
features of an entry relay to provoke the blocking of connection attempts.
Consequently, the client moves to alternative relays from the guard set and
forces traffic through an area under adversarial control.

II. ATTACK
A. General Attack Procedure
Figure 1 provides an overview of the general attack procedure. On startup, the user’s Tor client establishes several
circuits for maintenance and the transmission of data. In case
of standard data circuits, these consist of three relays including
one entry guard, one middle relay, and one exit relay picked
from the current consensus. The selection of entry guards
follows a fixed guard set selection procedure.
The adversary can block the connection to a specific entry
guard by triggering one or more DoS mitigation features in the
relay, respectively. By sending repeated connection attempts
to the relay, the maximum number of parallel connections or
requests is exceeded and the client’s IP address is blocked.
After triggering the DoS mechanism in a relay, the client
cannot establish a circuit anymore and needs to move to
another node of the guard set. If the new guard relay runs in an
area under adversarial control, this allows monitoring the entry
traffic of a connection for a website fingerprinting attack. In
cases where also the exit traffic traverses an adversarial area,
end-to-end confirmation attacks become possible.
B. DoS Mitigation Features
Out of overall ten configuration options for DoS mitigation features, we focus on four specific options handling
the number of created circuits and connections, as documented in Listing 1. The circuit options cover the circuit
creation rate of a single client IP address and refuse new
circuits, if the DoSCircuitCreationRate is exceeded,

n concurrent connections exist, and the creation burst rate
is violated. In the case of such a violation, new circuits
are refused for a defined amount of time. Furthermore,
the relay keeps track of the number of concurrent connections (DoSConnectionMaxConcurrentCount) established and reacts with closing new connections in case the
threshold was exceeded.
Listing 1. Denial of Service Mitigation Options

DoSCircuitCreationMinConnections NUM
DoSCircuitCreationRate NUM
DoSCircuitCreationBurst NUM
DoSConnectionMaxConcurrentCount NUM
C. Attacker Model
We assume an adversary with the ability to establish multiple Tor connections between clients and Tor entry relays.
These connections impersonate the user towards the entry
relay and trigger DoS mitigation features through repeated
connection and circuit creation requests. One option to achieve
this behavior is the use of a TCP Man-in-the-Middle (MitM)
that uses the client’s IP address towards the entry relay.
The attack is time-sensitive in a sense that client addresses
are blocked for a limited time in which the redirection must
take place. Therefore, targeted attacks that force a client into
using a specific entry relay require the synchronization of
multiple MitM attacks.
III. P RELIMINARY E XPERIMENTS
In our preliminary experiments, we test how to trigger the
circuit and connection parameters and the resulting
behavior. To verify the triggered behavior, we use the debug
and info logs of Tor and compare the occurrences of reject
or closing messages. To this end, we use a minimal private
Tor setup consisting of a client and server, two directory
authorities, and four relays, two of which receive a manual
guard flag and two are configured as exit relays. Furthermore,
one of the guard relays is configured with the above DoS
mitigation features.
First, we focus on creating a critical number of concurrent connections by running multiple Tor instances in
parallel. Each Tor instance establishes multiple circuits on
startup, incorporating the guard relay with DoS mitigation
features. With these instances running in parallel, we find the
DoSConnectionMaxConcurrentCount threshold to be
exceeded, resulting in closed connections (cf. Listing 2). Using
the Tor control port, we continue by creating multiple new
circuits in all of the running Tor instances, which eventually
triggers the DoSCircuitCreation features of the guard.
Listing 2. DoS Features Triggered

DoS mitigation since startup:
0 circuits killed with too many cells.
5535 circuits rejected, 2 marked addresses.
3390 connections closed.

IV. C HALLENGES AND N EXT S TEPS
While the results of our preliminary experiments indicate
the desired behavior, different challenges need to be considered in the next steps of the project. One challenge addresses the establishment of a TCP Man-in-the-Middle, which
allows to trigger the DoS mitigation features through multiple
concurrent connections and repeated circuit establishments.
Furthermore, we need to take the characteristics of the guard
set generation into account and match them with the average
coverage of an AS-level or nation-state adversary.
In the next steps of our work, we continue the preliminary experiments to fully understand the behavior in case
of triggered DoS mitigation features. The insights of these
experiments serve as a starting point to design different
experimental setups that enable us to analyze the impact of
a routing attack on the application layer.
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